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Issue 4421, February 2016 
 

Next club meeting: February 22nd, 2016, 7:00 pm, Buffalo West restaraunt, 7101 Camp 
Bowie Blvd  
 
Presidents Corner: by James Meadows  
 
This year is moving right along and hard to believe it’s the 
middle of February already!  I hope you have been able to 
get out to the field and do some flying as the weather has 
been great compared to a year ago.  This month’s club 
meeting will be at Buffalo West Restaurant 7101 Camp 
Bowie West.  I’m excited about this new location for 
several reasons;  

It’s large enough to accommodate our growing 
membership comfortably  
We’ll have access to a sound system, and overhead 
monitors, and WIFI 
The food should satisfy most.   

Looking forward to seeing you all there, meeting starts at 
7:00 pm.    
If you see a need or have an idea to make our new location 
better, please let me know! Management is willing to work 
with us. This also includes the membership meeting. We’re 
always looking for ways to improve the process and always 
seeking presenters. If you have a special technique or 
process that you believe will benefit other club members, 
contact Gary Cummings or me.   
It’s amazing to me, what can be accomplished when there 
is a need, a plan of execution and great people.  At the last 
meeting we asked for volunteers for several events.  In true 

thunderbird style about 30-35 folks showed up at the field, 
on a Saturday to Clean up debris left after the flooding. 
Under the leadership of the Grounds guys, members with 
rakes, shovels, and a tractor or two cut large logs and 
moved an assortment of other refuse to an out of the way 
location.  Even more impressive is it was all finished in 4-5 
hours, and the field was open for flying in that afternoon.  
My hat is off to all of you.     
The SAE event is just around the corner, and while we 
have most volunteer positions filled we still need more 
folks, please take a moment to look at your calendar, and 
help us if you can.  The point of Contact for this event is 
Ken Knotts. 
Besides the SAE event, I want to remind you that flight 
training will begin in Mid-March following the SAE event 
and the start of Daylight Saving Time.  So on Thursdays 
from about 4pm until dark, you can expect to see lots of 
trainers in the air.  It’s a great time to invite the neighbor, 
or his kid, or a friend, wife or whomever that has an 
interest in flying out to the field.  
If you have not heard we are back to using the Windscott 
Plover Road gate or commonly referred to as the Mustang 
Park gate to access the field.  You will need to show your 
AMA card to the gate attendant.  Happy Flying.  

 

Vice Presidents Corner: by Gary Cummings 
 

Hello Thunderbirds Pilots and Builders, I am in Florida for a few weeks, but am building on a Tarot 680 Ironman drone with 
6 motors." Have Happy Flying" this month and hopefully Great Weather. 
 

Meeting Minutes; by Bill Lake 
 

Club President -- James Meadows:  called the meeting 
to order precisely on time at 7 pm.  Due to a mix-up with 
a double booking of the room reservation, the attendees 
were crammed into half of the normal space we have 
occupied in the past.  The room divider was not able to be 

removed despite the absence of any persons or group in 
the other half.   
James solicited increased support from the membership 
through participation in events, member meetings, and 
clean-up activities.  He also emphasized his desire that 
members contact any of the club officers with concerns, 
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ideas, recommendations or complaints that we may 
continue to improve the club for the membership and 
continue to make it a world class club. 
The airfield still needs a lot of work to get it cleaned up 
after the winter rains and flooding that deposited much 
debris on the grounds.  Members are asked to pitch in on 
Saturday, January 30th to help clear the field and 
improve its appearance and functionality prior to the 
upcoming SAE event, which will be discussed in detail 
later in the program.  Members should bring available 
tools such as shovels, rakes, wheelbarrows, etc., as well as 
gloves, sturdy boots/shoes, and protective clothing. 
With the growth in memberships and hopefully 
increasing participation in the monthly membership 
meetings, a new location has been secured.  Buffalo West 
(formerly Steak & Ale) on Camp Bowie, behind the CVS 
and Golden Corral at the corner of Camp Bowie and Alta 
Mere has been selected.  They have a broad and varied 
menu, ample space for 120 attendees and their “toys”, no 
set-up or rental costs, and no minimum number of meals.  
Joey at JT’s Hobbies has agreed to provide Thunderbird 
members with a 10 percent discount on purchases upon 
presentation of their AMA card and confirmation of 
membership with a club roster being provided to him.  He 
will then place a sticker on the membership card 
identifying Thunderbird membership.  Joey has been a 
strong supporter of the club and is in the process of 
increasing his inventory.  He has also updated his website.   
James plans to seek a similar arrangement with Roy’s 
Hobby Shop in the near future. 
 

Club Secretary – Bill Lake:  no minutes were reported 

since the December meeting was the Christmas Party, 
which was well attended and enjoyed by all.  As a result 
of feedback from the party, a new venue is planned and 
will be addressed on by Chris Berardi in his report. 

 
Vice President – Gary Cummings:  Following a 
recommendation from Ken Knotts, Show & tell has been 
moved forward in the meeting agenda. 
 
Treasurer – Chris Berardi:  Membership renewals have 
been brisk and several have joined during this meeting.  
Currently have 140 members of which 104 are 
individuals, 25 families, two associates, and nine life 
members.  Financial and budget data was presented and 
is available from Chris. 
Airfield maintenance runs approximately $10K per year 
for maintenance, upkeep, utilities, etc. 
2016 Christmas party – we have reserved a new location 
for Friday evening, December 2, 2016, at the Fort Worth 
Botanic Gardens Red Bud room.  The room seats 120 
comfortably, offers catering services and is reserved from 
6-10 pm.  The board will be discussing an option to 

reduce the raffle prizes and put monies toward catering 
the event. 
New keys are available from Chris with renewed 
membership.  Please return old keys either to Chris or 
leave them in the box at the airfield.  Numerous keys have 
been returned to the box.   The locked box at the field can 
be accessed with the new gate keys. 

 
Safety Officer – Mel Wells:  There are many drones 
being flown in public places.  It is imperative that 
quadcopter operators be aware of personnel and property 
safety issues.  A young girl lost an eye recently by an 
errant quadcopter (not at our field). 
Highly recommend painting of propeller tips to help 
avoid mishaps.  Mel also showed the attendees a flat 
foamy that he won at the Christmas party. 
The Bear Creek personnel have complained again about 
speeding through the Bear Creek entrance road.  
Thunderbirds are currently the only people authorized 
access through that area, so it imperative we pay strict 
adherence to the 20 MPH speed limit.  The Mustang Park 
gate is not open yet and will not be until the park is 
deemed suitable to the public.  Also, DO NOT fake lock 
the gate.  This was recently done and is unacceptable.   
Gary Cummings addressed the desire/need to have better 
communications in the boxes.  All members should make 
advisory calls when taking the runway, initiating takeoffs, 
intentions to land, etc.  Doing so enhances safety, 
minimizes conflicts, and demonstrates aviation 
professionalism. 
 

Show n Tell: 
James Meadows showed off several foamies built by his 
son, Jason, as well as several of his own endeavors.  He 
showed an Air Core kit build, Zero kit build, and Tactic 
power cores, all at very attractive prices from Tower 
Hobbies. 
 
 
Woody Lake showed his DuraFly Spitfire from Hobby 
King. In addition to many features including retract and 
flaps it also included markings of two notable Battle of 
Britain aircraft to choose from. ‘DA-Z’ as flown by Ace 
Flt Lt Bob Doe and ‘EB-G’, the aircraft of fellow Ace, Flt 
Lt Eric Lock. Woody chose the latter – Flt Lt Eric Locke. 
 
Eddie Furche brought his recently crashed foam aircraft 
and described the extensive damage created by multiple 
tree branch penetrations.  He stated that the airplane 
looked like it had been totally destroyed but utilized and 
showed foam sheeting he purchased at Home Depot and 
used for repairs, along with Elmer’s Wood Filler (caulk) 
– sands just like balsa and does not hurt foam).  He 
mentioned that the filler used to be sold by Home Depot 
and others but is no longer.  He orders his online now.   
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Paul Loxham brought in electronic component bracket 
built with 3D printing.  (All I grasped on this.) 
 

Old Business 
 
Ken Knotts emphasized the need to provide and maintain 
up-to-date information on events scheduled or planned 
and CD responsibilities (where appropriate) for this 
calendar year.  He needs the information sent to his email 
and he will ensure it is posted to the webpage for all to 
see.  Deconfliction is important as is the need for active 
participation which is directly related to advance 
planning.  Several updates were provided and will be 
posted on the website, including Warbirds, Pylon Races, 
Old Farts, Independence Day Fly-in,  Summer Float Fly, 
National Aviation Day, Civil Air Patrol, Senior Pattern, 
Classic Pattern, Texas Electric Expo, IMAC, Pylon Race, 
and Toys for Tots. 
 
Tom Blakeney discussed his liaison discussions with the 
FAA.  He reiterated the agreement with AMA that 
individual club members refrain from communication 
directly with the FAA.  It is important that we all speak 
with one voice (i.e. via Tom and the AMA with FAA) to 
avoid confusion, mixed signals, and interpretations.  An 
unsettled issue remains over how to handle registration 
requirements for foreign students participating in the 
SAE.  This is still being worked, as is the issue over club 
owned assets.  It was noted that the FAA agrees that clubs 
are not expected or asked to be enforcers of the 
registration process.  It is still our responsibility to notify 
fliers that they are required to be registered.  
Enforcement remains a matter between the individual 
and the government. 
 
Woody Lake (Associate VP, District VIII) – included 
information in the January newsletter on requirements to 
have AMA number and FAA registration number affixed 
to all aircraft being flown.  This information must be 
accessible WITHOUT any requirements for tools.  Both 
AMA and FAA cards must be available when flying. 
 
Ed Kettler mentioned an APP called “Before You Fly” 
available for I Phones and Androids providing up-to-date 
information on flying restrictions, TFR alerts, etc., 
around your location/position. 
 
Tom Blakeney presented Ken Knotts with the less-than-
coveted “Best Crash” award earned during the Fall Float 
Fly. 

  
 
Gary James gave a presentation on 3 Pole Pylon Racing, 
its history, types of AMA events, Electric Formula 1 
Provisional Event, course layout, timing equipment, types 
of aircraft, engines, etc.  He showed why Thunderbird 
Field is one of the few places with room to conduct this 
type of event.  He would like to see 3 Pole Pylon Racing 
come to Thunderbird Field and is willing to host a dry 
run event in May. 

  
 

SAE: Ken Knotts briefed the members on the SAE 

scheduled for March 11-13.  Many volunteers are needed, 
still.   
This Saturday will be airfield clean-up day.  Much 
support in the form of labor and equipment is needed to 
get the airfield suitable for flying and for the SAE.  Work 
begins at 8 AM and will continue until finished.  No flying 
will occur until after clean-up is complete. 
 
Tom Blakeney discussed Rex Anderson’s training award; 
the Field Dedication plaque; and the plaque foundation 
(base) effort.  He recommended it be dedicated at the 
Warbird event.  Steve Ehlers made a motion to approve 
that recommendation and it was seconded by Rex Misak 
(name not on roster). 
 
Meeting closed at 9 PM. 
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Thunderbird Lotto (aka raffle): 

Epoxy – Sarge   Foam glue – Tab Bowland Foam glue – Tom Blakeney 

CA glue – Larry Fuller  Fuel – Travis Berry  Fuel line – Ed Kettler   

Heat shrink – Larry Fuller Shrink wrap – (Warbird)  Fuel line – Jerry Stanford   

Helicopter – Tom Blakeney Shrink wrap – (Warbird) Tube bender – Dave Cinnamon  

Fuel tank – Woody Lake (Warbird)

 

 Treasurers Report: by Chris Berardi 
 
Hello Thunderbirds! I feel flying weather coming on with 
temps in the 80's by the end of this week. Are you ready? 
Got new gear to bring to the field? We've got a great year 
shaping up starting off with the SAE event in March. No 
matter what your interest, if you enjoy anything that flies 
you've got to see what students from across the globe put 
together in this challenging aeronautical engineering 
contest. Better yet, ask to volunteer and come out and meet 
the students and their aircraft. You can volunteer by 
contacting Gerry Stan or Ken Knotts. There are lots of 
positions available plus the opportunity to win one nearly 
two thousand dollars worth of rewards for your time. 
Club members have also expressed interest in starting 
pylon racing. I say starting, but in reality that's incorrect. 
In fact, when I first moved to Fort Worth in 1989 and 
found Thunderbird Field at its old location, a pylon racing 
event was running. Watching a Formula 1 aircraft 
screaming between pylons on knife-edge is quite 
impressive. Over the years due to rule changes and other 
factors, interest waned only occasionally to be resurrected 
in the form of 1/2a and other derivative classes. Gary 
James made a great presentation to the club at the January 
meeting in the hope of bringing racing back to the club. 
There are several classes including electric that would be of 
interest to many of you. I hope Gary can put an article 
together based on that presentation to put in this newsletter 
so that we can generate additional interest. 
Other club members including myself have been doing 
some control line flying during the calmer evenings. You 
would think C/L would be dead given the initial thoughts 
about the technology or the apparent limitations in flight 
envelope. But I that would be wrong-headed. In fact, the 
limitations in flight envelop (a plane on the surface of a 
hemisphere) actually generate their own challenges. The 

models are also beautiful, fun, powerful and intriguing all 
at once. A couple of weekends ago, I borrowed a Sig 
Twister and flew the first laps since I was 17. Now, my own 
Brodak (www.brodak.com) Super Clown is ready to fly this 
coming weekend. If you would like to join us in returning 
to our roots, let me know or bring a model to the field; 
perhaps this year we can cultivate at least one smooth 
circle to enjoy this facet of our hobby. 
Membership 
Thanks to everyone for returning last year’s keys. It seems 
members have been much more diligent about it this year 
and I’ve been able to pick them up at club meetings, the 
“box” at the field and have received a fair number in the 
mail. 
The bulk of the renewals have been accomplished as the 
flood of renewing members has slowed. Here’s how we 
stand: 

Membership Type Count 

Individual 115 

Family 27 

Associate 2 

Life 9 

TOTAL 153 

 

The above doesn’t yet include Honorary members as I’m 

still working through who they are and locating their 

contact information. You can see that the club is in a 

healthy position which will translate in enhanced programs 

for our members and other benefits. For more details on 

our account balances, come to the monthly meetings. 
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Field Cleanup 
 
After the torrential rains experienced in 2015, Benbrook Lake deposited a lot of debris at the north end of our field/runway. 

A call to arms went out and thirty to thirty five members showed up to tackle the task at hand. Only one Saturday was 

needed to have all debris cleared and our flying site looking pristine once again. Thanks to our members for their efforts in 

accomplishing this job. Attached are before and after photos of our flying site and the folks that made it all happen. 

Albert Reatz Andrew Hobson Bill Lake Chip Mull Chris Berardi  Chris Niles 

Clint Hobson Clarence Konkle Dennis Niles Ed Kettler Dennis Paschall Dave Cinnamon 

Gary Alphin Gary Cummings Ian Waring Ken Knotts Hubert Pickett  Grant Schroeder 

James Meadows Jerry Stanford  Larry Fuller Mel Wells Mark Wheeler  Luke Patterson 

Lynn Patterson Paul Metz  Peter Lucas Roger Jones Verne Bell  Mike Schroeder 

Tab Bowland Terry Thorpe  Woody Lake 
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Super Cub: by Woody Lake 

 
My Super Cub experienced an unfortunate accident during take-off.  During climb out at about 25-30 feet it suddenly 

rolled inverted to the right. I corrected to the left to a level (inverted) attitude and it immediately rolled left and pitched 

downward.  

Post crash investigation revealed a broken left aileron clevis. This is the suspected culprit as both wings were undamaged 

except for the clevis. Lessons learned - your preflight is only as good and detailed as you make it. Switching to metal 

clevises. 

   

Wildcat: by Debra Cleghorn Model Aviation News Executive Editor 

 
This 1/4-scale model of a Grumman Wildcat F4F is the handiwork of Nigel I’anson, who built it from a Model Einer kit. 
The 50-pound fighter has a wingspan of 114 inches and is powered by a 250cc Moki five-cylinder radial engine spinning a 
32×18 three-blade prop. Its unique landing gear is retracted by an air ram that uses cables and pulleys, and it uses gravity 
to drop down. Thanks to Pete and Dean Coxon for the terrific video footage. 
 
http://www.modelairplanenews.com/newsletter/?nid=243113#utm_source=MagnetMail&utm_medium=email&utm_term=
AT6PILOTATT.NET&utm_content=ManEnews%5F2%2E5%2E16&utm_campaign=Winning%20Wildcat%20%7C%20
Charging%20Multiple%20Packs%20%7C%20Scale%20Props 
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Giant Skyraider: by Debra Cleghorn Model Airplane News Executive editor 

 
Custom-built by Phil Clarke of Fighter Aces for world-class pilot Ali Machinchy, this 30% scale Skyraider is based on an 

80% enlargement of the 100-inch span Nick Ziroli plan. Phil notes, “The structure has been heavily modified to cater for 

the weight and size increase to allow the model to be successfully passed through the Large Model Association Over 20kg 

Inspection. The 180-inch-span model weighs in at 182 pounds and is powered by an impressive Moki 400cc 5-cylinder 

radial. With only a few videos available on YouTube, we wonder what happened to this giant warbird … if anyone reading 

this aware of its fate, please let us know. 

http://www.modelairplanenews.com/newsletter/?nid=242880#utm_source=MagnetMail&utm_medium=email&utm_term=

AT6PILOTATT.NET&utm_content=ManEnews%5F1%2E22%2E16&utm_campaign=Super%2DSize%20Skyraider%20

%7C%20Museum%2DScale%20FW%20190%20%7C%20Shop%20Tips 

  
 
Miscellaneous Photos 
 

 

WARBIRD MOBILE 
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SAFETY CORNER 
 

The weather is getting nicer and we should have a great flying season this year. The flying field is looking really good thanks 
to the fantastic membership of the Fort Worth Thunderbirds. The old AMA Safety Code (1 January 2011) is again boldly 
displayed behind the frequency board for all to enjoy. The Club officers are working on getting this sign replaced with the 1 
January 2014 AMA Safety Code as soon possible.  
On that note; the use of autopilot and stabilization systems is getting a lot more popular nowadays. I thought this would be a 
good time to remind everybody that the current AMA safety code does address this type of flying in Section B, paragraph 9. 
(c). Reference AMA Document #560. I know all of the pilots in this hobby do everything in their power to comply with all 
safety rules and regulations. I included the main point of AMA Document #560 in this month’s briefing in the following text. 
This and all other documents can be found in the AMA website. 
 
3. OPERATIONS – REQUIREMENTS – LIMITATIONS:  
a) AMA members flying radio controlled model aircraft equipped with flight stabilization and autopilot systems must 
maintain visual line of sight (VLOS) with the aircraft at all times including programmed autopilot waypoint flight.  
b) AMA Pilots must be able to instantaneously deactivate programmed flight of autopilot systems at any time during flight 
and resume manual control of the model aircraft.  
c) AMA Pilots must perform an R/C Test Flight of a model aircraft before activating a newly installed autopilot or 
stabilization system and/or after any repairs or replacement of model aircraft essential flight systems.  
d) Model aircraft exceeding 15lbs and/or 70mph may only use an autopilot for a programmed “return to launch” (RTL) 
flight and not for programmed waypoint flying of a predetermined course. 

Mel wells safetycoordinator@fwthunderbirds.org 

 

Christmas Party 2016: by Chris Berardi 

It’s never to early to plan so mark your calendars: The Christmas Party will be held on 2nd December, 2016. That’s a Friday. 
The officers have chosen a beautiful location, one that we have used some 12 or 13 years ago: The Fort Worth Botanic 
Gardens, in the Red Bud room. The party will begin at 7pm and run until 9:30pm as we have the room between 6pm and 
10pm (to include setup and cleanup time). 
We have not planned all the details of course, but I can tell you that there will be seating for 120 people, and that at minimum 
the meats will be catered. Therefore we will need to take reservations at the appropriate time to ensure we don’t exceed the 
120 seats.  
The Botanic Gardens are beautifully arranged during Christmas. The setting is atmospheric and we won’t be drowned out by 
other crowds. There will be other changes to ensure that the event is enjoyable and filled with holiday spirit. More later in the 
year. 
 

Winter Reading Material: by Chris Berardi 

It doesn’t seem so wintery this week, but this is Texas after all and we could once again be coddled up looking for heat. One 
of my favorite helicopter oriented novels is an autobiographical account of flying choppers in Vietnam.  
I read this book many years ago when stationed overseas but recently purchased the book once again. The novel is 
“Chickenhawk” by Robert Mason and was on the best seller list back in 1983 when it was initially published. The book is rich 
with exploits and adventure, the camaraderie of soldiers, love of aviation and the terror of war. With a 1,000 combat missions 
over the misty jungles of south-east Asia, Mason has made it possible for all of us to relive a part of what he endured and 
crafted a novel that’s hard to put down. 
That’s it until next month. Fly safe. 
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Thunderbird History: by Chuck Cunningham (1987)  

 

Mark Sunday September 20, 1987 on your calendar. That’s 
the day to be at THUNDERBIRD FIELD. Why? Because 
that’s the day were going to celebrate the 25th birthday of 
the Fort Worth Thunderbirds. Yep, the T-Birds are 
twenty-five years old in September. Seems just a few years 
ago that I called a meeting of 16 guys at my house to form 
the Fort Worth Radio Control Association. Sure doesn’t 
seem like a quarter century has gone by. Many great and 
wonderful people have been T-Birds during that period of 
time. We’ve done a lot of things, and have established 
ourselves as one of the premier clubs in the country. Let’s 
talk about what we have done over the years and the 
number of firsts we have established. 
 To begin with we were the “first club” in the USA to 
establish a model flying field on Corps of Engineers 
property. We were the to be allowed to establish a paved 
runway, thus breaking the barriers for clubs all over the 
country to use Corps of Engineers facilities for model 
flying. We held the “first” formula one race outside 
California. We held the “first” quarter midget race here 
and established the rules for all Quarter Midget racing. We 
held the first “National” competition for Fun Fly Events 
back around 1970 with the National Fun Fly 
Championships. We later founded the Metroplex Fun Fly 
concept with the club competition being held for many 
years. We held the “First” Jumbo Fly In for large models 
of any type, and established rules that are used by the 
IMAA today. The IMAA Fly In concept was based 
completely on our Southwestern Jumbo Fly Ins. We were 
the “first” club built paved flying field in Texas. You may 
not know that T-bird field was built and paid for by 
members and friends of the Thunderbirds, not by the 
Corps of Engineers, though they did furnish the recently 
paved parking lot. 

 Some other accomplishments, at one time the AMA 
district 8 Contest board members for Scale RC, Pattern 
RC and U-Control were all Thunderbirds. One year the 
Masters tournament, with twenty invited contestants, 
numbered three active T-birds and one former T-bird as 
one fifth of the total entry. Former T-birder, Steve Helms, 
is on the US pattern team again this year. 
 At one time three members of the Thunderbirds were 
writing columns in RCM. At one time the Pylon racing 
column in Model Aviation was written by a Thunderbird. 
 We have elected three Life Time Members, Chuck 
Cunningham, Helmer Johnson and the Cummings family. 
We have elected the following Honorary Members: Don 
Dewey of RC Modeler Magazine, and a contributor to the 
paving of T-bird field. Joe Bridi, a major kit manufacturer 
and another participant coming from California, at our 
large Formula One race. Johnny Clements, then president 
of the AMA and a T-Bird friend and modeling friend for 
many years, and our last honorary member is Paul Harvey 
of radio commentator fame. 
 What do the following men have in common? Paul 
Tradelius, Jerry Heppel, Scotty Marrs, Roger Cirelli, Bob 
Martin ,Gary Skrasek, Ed Furche, Larry Stanfield, Buck 
Clary, Rick Barr, Bob Campbell, John Harris, Jim 
Simpson, George Ware (1/12), Ed Rankin, Gale Helms, 
Helmer Johnson(3), and Chuck Cunningham(5) all have in 
common? They have all been presidents of the 
Thunderbirds. How many do you know? 
 We are going to have an all day flying session for 
current and past Thunderbirds, with a bring your food 
family picnic in the afternoon. If you know of any people 
who are not T-birds now, but were once members, please 
tell them about the birthday party. We simply cannot send 
out several thousand invitations, as we don’t even have the 
membership lists going all the way back to say nothing of 
the postage money. 
 Being a Thunderbird is something to be proud of. Your 
club has meant a lot to its members and modeling as a 
whole for the past twenty five years, and with everybody 
pitching in we will still be going strong when the 
celebration time for number fifty rolls around.  
Retyped by Joe Jopling on 21 April 2011. Some words in 
the first and in the last 2 paragraphs were not clear and are 
shown as the best possible interpretation  
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Chuck with his Giant Lazy Ace Biplane 
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THUNDERBIRD 2016 CALENDAR 
 

DATE   EVENT     POINT OF CONTACT 
 

March 11-12-13  SAE      Tom Blakeney/Ken Knotts 
 
April 23   Senior Pattern    Gary Alphin 
 
May 14   Warbird Fly-in    Ed Kettler 
 
May 21   Pylon Race     Gary James/ Sarge Bell 
 
June   Old Farts 
 
July 4   Club Picnic     Club Officers 
 
August   Float Fly (Camp Joy) 
 
    National Model Aviation Day  Ed Kettler 
 
October 15-16  Senior Pattern    Ken Knotts 
 
October   Benbrook Heritage Fest   Woody Lake 
 
November   Texas Electric Expo    Tom Blakeney 
 
November   Winter Float Fly 
 
November 19-20  Pylon Race     Gary James/ Sarge Bell 
 
November   Toys for Tots     Steve Ehlers 
 
December   Christmas Party    Club Officers 
 
  

 

www.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.orgwww.fwthunderbirds.org 

 

President:  James Meadows 

E-Mail: jamslam1099@gmail.com

Vice President:  Gary Cummings 
E-Mail: 

gary.a.cummings@sbcglobal.net 

 

Secretary:  Bill Lake 

E-Mail: wjl728@yahoo.com 

Treasurer:  Chris Berardi        

E-Mail: mikadopilot@gmail.com 
Safety Officer: Mel Wells               

E-Mail: malekat@sbcglobal.net   
Pilot’s Log:  Woody Lake                       

E-Mail: at6pilot@att.net                                   
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Club Officers 2016 

 

          
Pres: James Meadows VP: Gary Cummings Sec: Bill Lake  Safety: Mel Wells  Treas: Chris Berardi 

 
 

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTIZERS 

 

  
Roy’s Hobby Shop  817 268-0210   JT’s Hobby Shop  817 244-6171 
1309 Norwood Dr. Hurst TX 76053   8808 Camp Bowie Blvd. Fort Worth TX 76116 
www.royshobby.com     jtshobby@yahoo.com 

 

 
Newsletter Inputs: by Woody 
 
I’m soliciting inputs to our newsletter. In particular facets of our hobby that are of particular interest to individuals. In 
reviewing past issues I found there are little to no articles regarding racing, combat, drones or helicopters. I know you folks 
are out there so how about feeding me some inputs interesting to you. Who knows you may find more that have interest in 
that area as well. 
 


